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About This Game

More than a game, Autumn is a relaxing place for spiritual learning and growth with a soothing atmosphere.

In each game you play as a Spirit which depends on the natural world for its progress in life. As you help the world around you
to thrive, you receive vital energy(Prana) in return. During the Autumn season, while the trees are shedding their leaves, orbs of
Prana are released into the air, which you can absorb. Your own Prana can be utilized to help and change the world around you

and to obtain spiritual teachings.

More than levels, puzzles or in-game progressions, Autumn’s focus is on the growth of the player. Not the one in the game, but
the one in the chair.

There are no time limits, no enemies to defeat, no goals to reach… except the ones you set for yourself. Relax, learn, grow…
and enjoy Autumn.
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Title: Autumn
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Nuno Donato
Publisher:
Nuno Donato
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual-core processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL compatible graphics card

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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Another One of my Early Acess Failure Purchases...no 4...This one is special. the dev was completely insane and had no idea on
how to develop a game.

Special Turd Rating - The game recieves the Golden 2015 Poo Award.. H H H H H... HOTTT! Tank Sex!. It's not as good as the
other 3 games, but don't consider this a failure.. All of the negative reviews for this product seem to do two things:
1.) Compare the game to factorio
2.) Ignore the fact that is an $8 game

Yes, the correlations to Factorio are obvious. Yes, there is some growth for improvement in the graphics. In the end you paid
eight bucks for a game that is still pretty fun and a little challenging. Best game ever? No. Worth the purchase price? Yes..
IMHO this would make a better cell phone game than PC game. I was expecting to punching in command lines like other mock
programming games on Steam. INstead, it is more like "get blue dots across the screen".
I beat the game in about 15 hours, which I feel is a tad short for 10 bucks. However, the developer has promised future levels..
Golden Axe clone with weak and nerdy jokes. The game is not bad. I kind of like the combat. However considering the length
of just over one hour, there is not enough content to justify the price. If you can get this game in a bundle or with massive
discount, then maybe give it a try.. I liked Grim and The Grave but that felt more like a small addon, in fairness it was and so is
this, but it didn't add too much to make the campaign more interesting.

However where Grim and the Grave just added units and Lords to existng factions this one has a bit more purpose behind it.
The seperate factions and their own individual goals within the campaign add something fresh if you're getting a little bored
with the usual objectives.

I haven't played past 50 turns with Clan Angrund so I'll probably update this when I can give some real thoughts other than
playing as them is really hard.

I primarily got this specifically for Skarsnik what with him being one of my favorite lore characters, and you actually have to
think quite a bit when you play his faction until you claim Karak Eight Peaks, because you only have access to goblin units.

So you need to be a proper cunning warboss and out think every situation, using a Waaagh to separate large groups of armies
and so on, the quest to reclaim the karak is pretty hard for the goblins but with the right amount of thought you can get there
without spreading your power too much.

If none of this rambling has convinced you I'll leave you with this:

There's a night goblin fanatic regiment that hits people with dwarves.
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this game is amazing it runs really well it has a very active multiplayer right now unlike empire it is a very fun game to play the
ai isnt that smart thugh but still highly reccomended. GLADOS!
ARGHAGHGRGASGDHGASHDGASHDG~!
^If this review has not made you want to buy this game, you need to be tested.. EDIT: We need to nominate this game for a
Steam Award! Preferably the "5 more minutes" Award! If this game is even nominated, it could open the doors to TEW 2016
coming to Steam, and I would sell a limb for that to happen!

Honestly couldn't recommend this game enough. It may look a little rough around the edges, it might not have the best design or
graphics but at it's core is a great wrestling sim that is very different, and very time consuming. In this game, you are not a
wrestler, but instead you are the booker of either a ficticious wrestling company or your own. I may also add that this game is
very mod friendly, you can easily import logos for your own company, or find mods that allow you to play as WWE, TNA,
ROH, Shimmer, NJPW and many others from all around the globe.

If you choose to start your own company (which I recommend the most), you can assemble an all-star roster, compete with the
big guys and get TV and PPV deals. If you find slight interest in backstage wrestling politics, you'll love this game. You can
have fights in the locker room, maybe you gave someone creative control and they excercise the option frequently. It's not bare
bones, it is in depth and I'm still finding new elements to the game! My biggest star got into an accident while holding the title. I
conducted drug tests and found a lot of my locker room had taken substances, so it was my job to decide how I was going to
punish them. It's a game about choice, and you can shape your own company.

When you get onto the front page of the fictional wrestling news site when your title has changed hands, you know you've made
it big. As your popularity rises and you become more of a staple in the wrestling industry, you are covered more by the media
and are targeted by the bigger promotions, for example they can start chants in your arena, bring signs promoting other wrestling
shows. Think like the Monday Night Wars. You can decide how women's wrestling is conducted in your company. Women may
not be on your shows as competitors, they can have a small division or be fully intergrated into the roster, with them competing
for the same titles as men. You can establish your own arenas, more like the Impact Zone and the Lucha Underground set. More
importantly you can set up wrestling dojos and developmental branches (Note: Dojos and Developmental Companies aren't the
same).

The game is pretty much one of my favorite PC games right now. It takes up a lot of my time, and I feel like I've just scratched
the surface. It has no sound, and it's only in windowed mode. For me these aren't drawbacks but I thought it was worth
mentioning. I find it helpful, if you have a duel monitor set-up, you can play the game and also have something like WWE
Network play in the background (I recommend the Monday Night Wars show, as it illustrates the backstage antics and gives you
a good idea of what talent to sign).

The game has it's own universe with characters and promotions already installed. Mods are easy to find on the TEW Warehouse
website, they have Attitude Era mods, and current day mods. I've even seen some fantasy mods with characters from TV Shows,
Movies and other Video Games.

This is a 10\/10 game, even though it doesn't look like it at face value. I honestly belive that the asking price is still a steal,
you're getting so much for what really is so little.

I hope the developers of the game see this review and know that there is a lot of interest in a sequel and we also hope that you
choose to release TEW 2013 on Steam, as it would bring a new audience to the game, as this entry on Steam has brought me
towards the series after hearing so much about it. TEW 2016 anyone?. I bought this to support devs !. The Bad:
The dwarfs walk really slow. They don't get out of eachother's way. Its frustrating to try to figure out what stuff you can interact
with. The hand-painted normalmaps haven't caused the graphics to age very well. The camera jerks around uncontrollably. You
can't queue up commands to other dwarfs while one dwarf slowly walks around.

The Good:
The music is cute. Its a complete game, its not alpha. Except for the tutorial, the ability to read is not required to play it.

Don't get this game unless you are a true fan of the adventure genre and love solving simple puzzles very slowly.. 
https://youtu.be/DoBGjkbUWX8
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Overall I didn't really enjoy the experience. I thought it had terrible voice acting and the story was pretty uninteresting and at
times cliche. The gameplay elements were boring and the game can't be considered good just off of its environments.

With all that being said i appreciate your efforts and thank you for making it free to play. I would have been greatly disgruntled
if I had to pay for this.. 10\/10. Best bang for the buck game on steam.. CUR3D Maker Edition STL Repair A brief look
https:\/\/youtu.be\/o8tCn8WFNJc. Brings nothing new to the genre, has horribly translated dialogues, voice overs, and texts on
PDAs. However, the old-school shooting mechanics and the gameplay were enough (coupled with extreme boredom) to allow
me to at least finish playing it through to the end.

The multiplayer would have been a blast provided people actually played, as the engine has a very fast and natural feel similar to
Quake 3.. The controls suck next time separate the movement from the aiming but the rest of the game is pretty good.
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